Middle School Grade Supply List
This list will cover ALL of the classes in middle school and all of the supplies that are needed.
(2) spiral-bound notebooks (1.5 in. or 2 in.) to be used as the Interactive & Homework Notebooks (more notebooks may
be required later in the year once these fill up) - college rule or one-centimeter grid paper [preferable]
(1) loose-leaf notebook paper section containing at least 200 sheets of college ruled or 1 cm. and 200 sheets of graph
paper.
(1) pencil pouch (3-hole punched to go into the 3-ring binder).
(1) 50 count package of 5” x 8” index cards or smaller (for tests)
(3) mechanical pencils with extra graphite and large eraser or (1) box of pencils with erasers (a large eraser and selfcontained pencil sharpener is also encouraged)
(2) erasable black, blue, or red pens
(1) highlighter
(1) ruler (measures in both inches and centimeters)
(1) simple calculator - This is just to be used to do large calculations. It should have: 1. The basic numbers and four main
arithmetic functions, 2. Square root sign (be able to calculate square root), and 3. The + / - sign (to calculate integers).
No graphing calculators, please. They will be NOT be allowed to be used in the classroom.
(1) pair of scissors
(1) set of either coloring pencils/crayons/markers
(1) protractor (to measure angles 7th and 8th grade only)
(1) compass (to draw circles of a given radius) (to measure angles 7th and 8th grade only)
(2) sticky notepad (standard size) – multiple colors preferred
(2) Composition Notebook (more notebooks may be required later in the year once these fill up) - college rule or onecentimeter grid paper [preferable]
(1) Folder for handouts
(2) dry erase markers (Roumbos)
(1) whiteboard small (Roumbos)
(1) three-ring binder with two-inch or three-inch rings (This is the general notebook used for all classes that contains
loose paper and folders.)
(6) binder dividers with tabs (one for each class)
(2) glue sticks
Optional:
(1) Headphones for ipads.
(2) Ream of copy paper
(1) Styllus for writing on tablet/computer

